Optical characteristics of silver-doped polarizing glass.
According to the theory of scattering and absorption of light, an anisotropic Ag colloid particle, which is small compared with the wavelength of the incident light, absorbs light differently in different directions. The underlying mechanism is regarded as electron plasma resonance. The optical anisotropy of a single Ag particle or of a group of the same particles has been analyzed. An equation for estimating the distribution of the particle shapes in space is proposed. Based on this equation and the work of other researchers, a program was designed to calculate the major principal transmittance and the minor principal transmittance of Ag-doped polarizing glass. The results show that the polarizing property of glass with particles with different aspect ratios is better than that of glass with identical particles. Also, the effective wavelength range is different if the particles' aspect ratios change, and this range tends to narrow as the parameter R (the rate of change of the aspect ratio) is increased.